132 Feared Drowned In Rowan, Breathitt
As 20-Foot Wall of Water Wrecks Homes

Thousands Quit W.P.A. In Strike

Hunters Increase On Conservation
Jobs Opposed

Roosevelt Wins Fight to Retain Monetary Powers By Four Votes

Owner Deserts Motor Limousine For Two Blondes

7 Silverites Desert Coalition

Physician, 84, Living Because He Hasn't Died

Relief Sent To Stricken Territory

Board Refusal To Act Dooms Liquor Places

40 Bodies Recovered In 2 Counties

Jackson Officials Have Name Of 44 Missing; Morehead Lists 8 Unaccounted For

Tennessee Pensions Larger Than Kentucky's; Ferrer Aided

Rowan, Breathitt Officials Give Lists of Flood Dead

Quick Quotes

C.J. Newspapermen Stumble Into Flood

Photographer, Staff Member En Route To Ashland, Stopped By Washouts
Tennessee's Pensioners Are Few

Benefits Larger Than Those of Kentucky
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Roosevelt Wins Fight to Retain Monetary Powers
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7 Silverate Senators Desert Coalition
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C.J. Newsmeu Stumble onto Flood Story
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Rowan, Breathitt Officials Give Lists of Flood Dead
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Relief Rushed to Stricken Territory
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37 Stores to Lose Beer Permits
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372 Persons Feared Drowned In Rowan, Breathitt Counties
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